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Audre Lorde was an American writer, feminist, womanist, librarian, and civil rights activist. Lorde was born in New York
City to Caribbean immigrants, her father from . Her conception of her many layers of selfhood is replicated in the critic,
asserted in his review of the book that Lorde "does not wave a black flag, but her .

Women must share each other's power rather than use it without consent, which is abuse. She insists that
women see differences between other women not as something to be tolerated, but something that is necessary
to generate power and to actively "be" in the world. References Lorde, Audre. One of the most prominent of
those intellectuals, C. Focusing on all of the aspects of identity brings people together more than choosing one
piece of an identity. I did my best to dissociate from feeling, thinking I might be more sure of myself if I
worked clinically. Or maybe I should say, where I work, my skin and performance of self a visibly differently
marker in a whiter sea, I am sometimes confused for other women of color who might or might not look like
me, and sometimes my interaction with certain colleagues and families is raced: interrupted, spoken over,
denied eye contact, assumed younger than I am, assumed to be in or less experienced, and so forth. While
things have changed since I was growing up, we still have a huge problem with domestic violence and sexual
abuse across the Caribbean. Perhaps what I do knowâ€”the quickness with which feeling reared in her, the
consistent documentation of her complex interiorities, her stubborn refusal to be spoken for, her voracious
appetite for ideas, lovers, community, her flair for the dramaticâ€”I only know because I see these in myself. I
know as she grew older, she pressed flowers between the pages, and was slightly less methodical about using
up all the blank space on a given page. During this time, she confirmed her identity on personal and artistic
levels as both a lesbian and a poet. Once I did it in silence, afraid of the weight. We must not let diversity be
used to tear us apart from each other, nor from our communities that is the mistake they made about us. This
enables viewers to understand how Germany reached this point in history and how the society developed. I
have lived with that anger, ignoring it, feeding upon it, learning to use it before it laid my visions to waste, for
most of my life. But I do not actually need her to do this any more in order to understand what it is to feel
completely held with minimal touch, or to understand that I am deserving of such whole and vulnerable
tenderness. One gaze for Audre, one gaze aimed hazily at my own interior. I believe her work is still relevant
because racism, sexism, classism, homophobia, and heterosexism still structure the social and political fabric
of our lives. Lorde inspired AfroGerman women to create a community like-minded people. She explains that
this is a major tool utilized by oppressors to keep the oppressed occupied with the master's concerns. While
writers like Amiri Baraka and Ishmael Reed utilized African cosmology in a way that "furnished a repertoire
of bold male gods capable of forging and defending an aboriginal black universe," in Lorde's writing "that
warrior ethos is transferred to a female vanguard capable equally of force and fertility. Through her promotion
of the study of history and her example of taking her experiences in her stride, she influenced people of many
different backgrounds. Those contents include a flaking wallet peppered with Hunter College stickers, a child's
glasses adorned by tiny metal butterflies, scuba gear, a folded pile of wax print clothing, stuffed animals, and
hats made festive with bright, sewn-on patches. I forced myself to look differently. When I imagine myself as
the subject or object of archival inquiry, my not-body body laid out on a library table, I note shame rising,
offering itself from within like some prophylactic measure against the possibilities of this imaginative
exercise. Croix particularly , while tracing their historical roots within the lingering effects of colonialism and
slavery. Audre Lorde's archives exist in different places. And who is this indistinct self, this dust, writing this
essay? While her context for this essay is the United States, her analysis is useful for other communities of
color and postcolonial societies. These wholly contained moments of exchange between usâ€”tactile, interior,
and unequivocally eroticâ€”are what drive the thoughts in this essay: can one have an erotic encounter with
the archived leavings of a life? Womanism and its ambiguity[ edit ] Womanism's existence naturally opens
various definitions and interpretations.


